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Address terms 

“My lords and my ladies…” [delete as necessary] 

or 

“Your Majesties, your Excellencies, my lords and my ladies…” [delete as necessary] 

or 

“Good gentles…” 

When pointy hats are present, especially if the Crown is, be sure to address them, at least at the beginning 

of each round. For housekeeping announcements, option A is enough. I tend to use option C when I’m not 

entirely sure of the gender of those I’m addressing. 

 

At the beginning of each round 

“[address], in round [1/2/3/etc], [A] will fight [B]; [C] will fight [D]; [E] will fight [F]…and [Z] has the bye.” 

Or  

“[address], here on the field will meet: [A] and [B]; [C] and [D]; [E] and [F]…and [Z] has the bye.” 

There will only be a bye if the number of fighters is uneven. Lists will point it out to you specifically. After 

reading the full list, warn the fighters in the first two bouts, and continue as usual. 

 

At the end of each round 

“Thus ends round [1/2/3/etc]” 

Return all cards to Lists immediately so they can tally results. This may take some time. Depending on the 

tourney format, you might be asked to announce eliminations before the beginning of the next round. 

 

“[address], at the end of round [1/2/3/etc], [A], [B], [C], [etc] have been eliminated from the tourney.” 

In some tournaments, at this point you would call:  

“Three cheers for the fallen – hip hip…” 

If a fighter has withdrawn, announce it here.  

“[address], I am sorry to announce that [A] has ceded the tourney due to [reason].” 

 

At all times 

If Lists, the marshal, or the presiding pointy hats tell you to announce something, get everyone’s attention 

and announce it. If another herald is announcing something, wait for them to finish.  
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Every bout 

“[address], here on the field do meet [A] and [B]” 

Check the pronunciation of each name with the lists officers if you’re unsure. When they take the field, try to 

find identifying features so you’ll be able to name the victor of each bout. Make notes if need be. 

 

“[address], salute ye the crown, [pause]; salute the one whose favour you bear, [pause]; and salute your 

honourable opponent, [pause].” 

or 

“[address], make your salutes, [pause]” 

or 

“[address], remembering your salutes…” 

For most tourneys, you have enough time to do all salutes every bout. However, if for some reason you are 

rushed, use option B. Use option C only when salutes have been properly made by those fighters in the first 

round, and when time is really of the essence. 

 

“At the marshal’s command…” 

At this point, take some time to drink some water, manage the cards in your hand, and make notes. Enjoy 

the fight. Pay enough attention that you’ll see when the marshal indicates a winner.  

 

“Victory to [A]!” 

Lists may ask you to mark wins and losses on your cards. If so, do it as legibly as possible. 

 

“[A] and [B], please take the field! [C] and [D], arm and stand ready!” 

It’s essential to get the attention of the fighters for the next two bouts. If there is any confusion, it’s okay to 

repeat yourself. If, a couple of minutes later, one or both of the fighters are absent, repeat the call.  

 

At the beginning of the final round 

“[address], in the final round of the [name of tournament], [A], [B], [C], [etc], will meet in a [format]. In the 

first bout, [A] will fight [B]…”  

 

After announcing the final victory 

“Three cheers for the victor and for all combatants! Hip hip…”  
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“[address], in round [1/2/3/etc], [A] will fight [B]; [C] will fight [D]; [E] will fight [F]…and [Z] has the bye.” 

 

“[A] and [B], please take the field! [C] and [D], arm and stand ready!” 

 

“[address], here on the field do meet [A] and [B]” 

 

“At the marshal’s command…” 

 

“Victory to [A]!” 

 

 

“Thus ends round [1/2/3/etc]” 

 

“[address], at the end of round [1/2/3/etc], [A], [B], [C], [etc] have been eliminated from the tourney.” 

 

 

“Three cheers for the victor and for all combatants! Hip hip…” 

“My lords and my ladies…” [delete as necessary] 

or 

“Your Majesties, your Excellencies, my lords and my ladies…” [delete as necessary] 

or 

“Good gentles…” 

“[address], salute ye the crown, [pause]; salute the one whose favour you bear, [pause]; and salute your 

honourable opponent, [pause].” 

or 

“[address], make your salutes, [pause]” 

or 

“[address], remembering your salutes…” 


